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Grade:

Date:

Answer

The huge tank at the entrance contained

colorful fish.

1.

The dolphins leaped out of the water, making

everyone clap.

2.

Lily held her dad's hand tight because she felt

thrilled and a little scared in the tunnel.

3.

The biggest surprise was a behind-the-scenes

tour of the aquarium.

4.

Lily felt in awe of the ocean and its inhabitants

by the end of the day.

5.

A Day at the Aquarium
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Date:

Answer

Jake was preparing for The Grand Cake

Contest.

1.

Jake's cake had three layers.2.

The middle layer depicted a sunny beach.3.

Jake's cake won third place.4.

Jake learned it was about the joy of baking, not

just winning.

5.

The Grand Cake Contest
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Name:
Grade:

Date:

Answer

The bookstore Tim discovered was unique

because stories came alive inside it.

1.

When Tim opened "Adventures Unbound," a

tiny dragon flew out.

2.

The store owner was an elderly woman with

twinkling eyes.

3.

As evening approached, the magical characters

returned to their books.

4.

Tim's experience reminded him of the power of

imagination.

5.

The Magical Bookstore
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Name:
Grade:

Date:

Answer

Mr. Whiskers was found atop the tallest tree in

the neighborhood park.

1.

Emma suggested making a net from bedsheets.2.

Teenagers tried climbing the tree to rescue Mr.

Whiskers.

3.

Sophia helped by singing Mr. Whiskers' favorite

lullaby.

4.

The neighborhood celebrated the rescue with a

picnic.

5.

The Daring Rescue of Mr. Whiskers
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Name:
Grade:

Date:

Answer

Dino Island was special because it featured

lifelike animatronic dinosaurs.

1.

Sophie's family was greeted by a massive

Brachiosaurus upon arrival.

2.

Families on the island were searching for the

"Lost Dino Egg."

3.

The "Lost Dino Egg" was found nestled among

ferns.

4.

The day concluded with a grand feast around a

campfire.

5.

Journey to Dino Island
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Name:
Grade:

Date:

Answer

Clara discovered the circus by noticing a

glowing tent.

1.

The circus was different because it featured

magical creatures.

2.

The purpose of the circus was explained to

Clara by a friendly wizard.

3.

Mermaids performed the hauntingly beautiful

song.

4.

Clara kept a small glowing feather as a

souvenir.

5.

Circus Under the Stars
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Grade:

Date:

Answer

The town fair's main attraction was a hot air

balloon.

1.

A gust of wind unexpectedly lifted the balloon

off with Nora inside.

2.

Nora met the balloon's pilot, Mr. Gray, during

the adventure.

3.

Mr. Gray shared stories of his aerial

adventures.

4.

Nora's parents were relieved and amused by

her safe return.

5.

The Great Balloon Adventure
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Grade:

Date:

Answer

The legend was that Whitmore Mansion was

haunted.

1.

The mansion contained secret rooms with

antique treasures and journals.

2.

A sea captain who traveled the world used to

own the mansion.

3.

The 'ghostly noises' were caused by the wind in

hidden tunnels.

4.

The children decided to turn the mansion into

a museum to share its stories.

5.

Secrets of the Haunted Mansion
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Grade:

Date:

Answer

Mia learned about the forest from her

grandmother's stories.

1.

The trees produced music when the wind blew.2.

The musical note of each tree was indicated by

its color.

3.

Animals, including a deer and birds, joined

Mia's music session.

4.

Mia took away a tune she'd always cherish.5.

The Forest of Musical Trees
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Grade:

Date:

Answer

The floating island was special because it

appeared once every decade and was visible

only to those with pure hearts.

1.

Milo used a balloon-powered contraption to

reach it.

2.

The island featured enormous floating flowers

and pathways made of clouds.

3.

An elder on the island shared its story with

Milo.

4.

Milo kept the island's location a secret to

protect it.

5.

Milo and the Floating Island
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Date:

Answer

Nina received a paintbrush that could bring her

paintings to life.

1.

The first thing she painted and visited was a

serene beach.

2.

One of the places she visited was a snowy

mountaintop.

3.

Nina always painted a door in her paintings to

ensure she could return home.

4.

She decided to use the paintbrush to create

joyous utopias for others.

5.

Nina's Enchanted Paintbrush
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Leah discovered Lunarville by spotting it

through her telescope.

1.

Her scientist parents helped her build a rocket

to visit the moon.

2.

Lunarians, the village inhabitants, welcomed

her.

3.

Leah learned that each moon crater had its

own story.

4.

The Lunarians celebrated her visit with a feast,

offering moonberries and nectar.

5.

Lunarville: The Moon's Secret Village


